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By Ross Gresham

Cengage Learning, Inc, United States, 2016. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 218 x 147 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Every summer, the vacation island of Nausset hires a
temporary cop for the rush of tourists. This time they drew a wild card. Jim Hawkins, the Parking
Warden, stumbles upon the bizarre Viking suicide of a local property developer. The incident makes
no ripple in the summer insanity of Nausset, the most fashionable beach property in the world.
Fading aristocrats sit up all night at the windows of their wooden castles, while endless, drunken
tourists stream by below. The ferries run day and night. Land prices creep higher--like the
thermometer--and always the drinks are served by blank-faced foreigners counting the days on
their work permits. One of these workers has disappeared. The local police know how the island
works. They know who matters and who doesn t, and let it all pass with a wink and a free ice cream.
But not Jim Hawkins. Hawkins may be the worst cop ever to put on a uniform, and he may not care
about drunks or land deals, but after his tour in the Army, he is done letting people be hurt....
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The ideal publication i possibly go through. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. I am delighted to explain how this
is actually the finest pdf i have got read inside my personal existence and could be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Roberto Friesen-- Roberto Friesen

This written book is excellent. It typically is not going to price a lot of. I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Darrin Abbott-- Darrin Abbott
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